the official Central Oklahoma section club newsletter

Nov / Dec 2021 Issue

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Greetings!
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Once again, we close out a year like no other. One we thought we
would never forget or repeat! Thank God
we are still alive.
We close the year with one of the better
stretches in our history.
November 16 features a special event
provided by Mathis Brothers Furniture.
They have graciously offered to host the
club for our regular monthly meeting.
Drinks and hors d’oeuvres at 6pm in the Jeff Leatherock, President
bar area, meeting upstairs at 7pm and then dessert afterward.
They did this for us a couple years ago and I can say it was one of
the best events we’ve had. Free food and drinks are always a
winner for our group!
December 7 is our Christmas party. This year it will be at
Gaillardia Country Club. Details are on page 8. Due to a fire and
renovations, Twin Hills Golf & Country Club is not doing any
parties. Thanks to our section member, Dr. Robert Wilson, we are
able to use Gaillardia County Club. I am looking forward to it,
since I have never been there. Dirty Santa will once again be
emceed by “Cougar” Ken Wells, which should ensure never a dull
moment.
Tuesday, January 18 will be our traditional long term members
recognition at Grand House Asian Bistro on Classen. This is one of
my favorite meetings of the year. A chance to move around in the
winter with a proper amount of rest following the Thanksgiving
to New Year’s blur.
(Continued on page 2)

Sooner Star News is sponsored by Mercedes-Benz of Oklahoma City

(Continued from page 1)

If you are a person that does
not save your old copies of
The Star magazine, please
consider donating them back
to the club. I find The Star,
along with old paper copies
of this newsletter, to be
great recruiting tools for
prospective members. You
can bring them to monthly
dinner meetings, or give me
a call and I’ll arrange to pick
them up.
I think this has been my
favorite year of being
section president. It is
because of your hard work
and support. Thank you.

I love this club. Thanks for
being a member.
It is an honor to serve as
your section President.
Thank you for making it so
easy.
I will close my message
with—Season’s Greetings!
Are you interested in advertising in our section’s newsletter,
Sooner Star News?
or do you know anyone who is?
Anyone can advertise in our newsletter.
No Mercedes-Benz affiliation required.

Annual ad rates are:
Full page with named newsletter sponsorship $1000
Full page (approx. 9.5” x 7.5”) $500
Half page (approx. 4.75” x 7.5”) $350
1/4 page (approx. 4.75” x 3.75”) $200
Business Card (approx. 2” x 3.5”) $100
Advertising rates include a color ad in our digital edition distributed by email to over 200
addressees; free link to your business website in our digital edition posted in the newsletter
section of our club website and in the advertising section of our club website; black and
white ad in our print edition; print edition copies for distribution at your business.

Please contact any Section Officer or Director
(see page 16) for more information or to place your ad.
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Upcoming Events
Nov 16

6pm

Monthly Dinner Meeting, see page 5 for details
Mathis Brothers Design Studio, 3434 West Reno, OKC

Dec 7

6:30pm Monthly Dinner Meeting / Christmas Party, see page 8 for details
Gaillardia Country Club, 5300 Gaillardia Boulevard, OKC

Jan 8

10am

Board of Directors Meeting
Mercedes-Benz of OKC, 14240 Broadway Extension, Edmond

Jan 18

7pm

Monthly Dinner Meeting, Long-Term Member Recognition Night
Grand House Asian Bistro, 2701 North Classen Blvd, OKC

Feb 15

7pm

Monthly Dinner Meeting
Johnnie’s Charcoal Broiler, 2652 West Britton Road, OKC
for Coffee & Cars events & locations, visit coffeeandcars.com
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Event Report
September Dinner Meeting
Red Lobster, on Northwest Expressway, was the venue for our
September 21st dinner meeting. There was only a small group
of us, so we were able to all sit together at the table in the
center of the private room.
Jeff Leatherock, gave a quick presentation about the history of
Mercedes-Benz Racing after World War II. Just in case you
missed it, here’s a little recap.
In 1954, Mercedes-Benz entered Formula 1 racing with
driver, Juan Fangio. In April 1955, 300 SLR driver, Stirling
Moss aided by navigator, Denis Jenkinson, won Mille
Miglia, in Italy; then in June of that same year, at
LeMans, the 300 SLR driven by French driver, Pierre
Levegh, was involved in a crash that resulted in the
Mercedes being launched through the air into the
crowd, killing over 80 spectators and injuring nearly 180;
after which Mercedes-Benz withdrew from racing for
Mike Dippel, Ken Hoffman, Jimmy Tilton
over 30 years. Late 1980’s, Mercedes-Benz quietly
returns to racing with the Ilmor chassis (Sauber) in Indy,
as well as, running some LeMans, DTM, and Rally races.
In 1995 Mercedes partnered with McLaren, winning
several titles; then in 2007, another setback occurred,
McLaren was fined for cheating, $100 million, the largest
in auto sport history. The cheating embarrassment
combined with the 2008 financial crisis resulted in
McLaren and Mercedes-Benz parting ways. MercedesBruce Rodesney
Jeff & Lisa Leatherock
Benz bought out Brawn GP (Ross Brawn, late 1990’s
Schumacher team principal with Benetton), in late 2009, starting a new team using Mercedes-Benz engines.
For the last several years, Mercedes-Benz has dominated F1 racing with drivers, Nico Rosberg (retired in
2017), Valtteri Bottas, and Lewis Hamilton. Mercedes currently races F1, F3, FE, and GT3.
As always, our meeting ended with our door prize drawings.

Paul & Suzen Rodesney

Roland Walters

Sharon Haldane
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Event Report
October Dinner Meeting
Our October dinner meeting was on the 19th at Interurban Restaurant in Norman, at the suggestion of
member, Tom Whiteley. About 20 members and guests
attended. We had a good sized private room off the patio.
Interurban has a great menu selection of tasty food and drinks.
Our program about the overshadowed, postwar MercedesBenz W186 Model 300, was presented by our Section
President, Jeff Leatherock. The
300 is a full-size 4-door luxury
car, built from 1951 through
1957, with interior comforts
and options along with an
original price comparable to a
Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud or a
Bentley R-Type. The 300, also
Carol Fisher, Sharon Haldane
known as the Adenauer, for
The Chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Konrad Adenauer, shared many design innovations,
engine components, and other drivetrain bits with the iconic “sports car of
the century” 300SL “Gullwing”, but the simple fact is the Adenauer is not a
sports car. This fact has kept their
prices accessible, while top-notch
Gullwings are bringing in well over
Tom Whiteley, Greg Morgan
$1 million, a pristine Adenauer can
be acquired for around $100,000, but then you’ve got to maintain it.
The good news for those that have the cash and devotion to
purchase an Adenauer, or restore one, is values are climbing, they’ve
increased by about 25% in the past few years. Maybe now’s the time
to buy?
James Brand, John Stuemky, Mike Dippel, Ken Hoffman
The meeting ended with our door prize drawings. Hope to see you next month at Mathis Brothers Furniture
Design Studio.

Tena & Lance Highfill

Steve Murrell

Paul Rodesney

Greg Mattoon
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Juan Franco
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Make plans now and register to attend our

2021 Christmas Party
December 7
6:30pm cocktails (cash bar)
7:00pm dinner
Gaillardia Country Club
5300 Gaillardia Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73142
Keeping our club tradition, after dinner we will have a gift exchange
“Dirty Santa” style emceed by Ken Wells. If you wish to participate,
please bring a wrapped gift valued between $25-$35.

Click here to register
or mail $50 per person and include entrée selection(s),
and filet temperature, if applicable, to
MBCA, Central Oklahoma Section
P.O. Box 21040
Oklahoma City, OK 73156-1040

Entrée choices:
Atlantic Salmon
Garlic Roasted Chicken Breast
6oz Filet
all dinners include salad, scalloped potatoes, sautéed
green beans, dinner rolls, dessert, coffee/tea

registration and payment deadline is Monday, November 29
no refunds
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Desert Inn and Tinker Toy
by Jeff Leatherock

As soon as Charles Woods, Greg Morgan, Masood Khan and myself decided to have a meeting for the 107
Group in celebration of 50 years since its introduction, I started thinking I could probably wrangle a half
dozen of them for the event. I own two that have run in the last decade and had four more at my shop that
we were storing and/or working on for customers. After checking them out, it was determined that one of
them would sit this out and the other three customer cars were clearly in good working order.
This left my 1989 560SL that is named Desert Inn (for the DSRTINN license plate), and my 1971 350SL that is
a euro version with the rare 3.5 V8 engine and 4-speed manual transmission
combination. The 71 was named Tinker Toy about 20 years ago by my
youngest son, Zane, because it was gold with a gray primer fender and a red
door, having been bought wrecked and put back together. We were getting it
ready for paint when 15 years flew by, and it ended up in the farthest back
corner of the shop untouched for ten years. But the V8 4-speed combo make
1989 560SL “Desert Inn”
for a super interesting example that should be at the event.
My lifelong friend, Lance Highfill, most graciously volunteered to try to get the pair running. We were
thinking Desert Inn shouldn’t be a big deal since we had driven it 20 miles in April, but Tinker Toy? Oh, boy. It
was covered with a half inch of dust, two feet of boxes and riding on four flat tires.
Although never a professional mechanic, Lance had always been car crazy and was blessed with three innate
qualities: natural mechanical aptitude; intelligent problem-solving skills; and bulldog determination.
Lance began on Desert Inn by changing the spark plugs. It had a miss at idle that had gotten worse as time
went on. On his test drive it immediately went the wrong direction. After a week of playing with it, it failed to
run more than 30 seconds. Most perplexing because we had replaced a fuel pump, filter and intermediate
fuel line in April, which had it running okay, other than the spark plug misfire.
Long story short. Sediment in the gas tank had continued to clog the fuel system. Lance wound up having to
remove the fuel tank and send it to Acme Radiator to have it “boiled out”. He then replaced the primary fuel
filter, the line from the fuel tank to the fuel pump cluster, and the fuel pump cluster, which is two pumps and
a canister filter located just above the right rear axle. That had us taken care of at the rear of the vehicle.

During all this work, my son, Zane, had begun to assist Lance in the effort. Hence the use of the word “they”.
Up front and under the hood, they found the fuel pressure regulator had begun to hemorrhage in the area
underneath the air cleaner. After replacement, they used the fuel injection pressure measuring tool set to
properly measure and adjust the fuel flow, air flow, air pressure, and air temperature. These adjustments
control how it runs when it is cold and first started to when it is at normal operating temperature and under
full throttle.
A can of fuel system cleaner and half a tank of gas had them where it ran well enough to move to the next
car. We plan to check the eight fuel injectors for proper flow when we have some down time this winter.
Just as Desert Inn was nearing conclusion, Anthony Warren let us have his 1987 560SL for the event. With a
young family and thriving business, Anthony is always challenged to find the time to spend with the car he
loves so much. This had created the situation where it was suffering from many of the same fuel issues as
Desert Inn. Recent experience made it where Lance and Zane were able to diagnose the fuel system, drain
the fuel and replace necessary filters and pumps in two days. Quite an improvement from the three weeks
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

off and on it took to get educated and run-down Desert Inn’s issues. Anthony’s car had us almost back to a
half dozen 107s at the shop ready for the anniversary meet.

1971 350SL “Tinker Toy”

Almost…Tinker Toy…
Sitting in the back of the shop for a decade made it a repository for
whatever parts we decided to pile on top of it. In a row of three beat up
107s, since we had been collecting various 107s and other Mercedes-Benz
parts in that area of the shop. We first had to clean enough from it to
operate the steering, etc. when we moved it. Then move a handful of non
-running cars between it and the door. Three of the tires aired up, so we
had to get only one different wheel to have it rolling. Pulling with a tow
strap, it broke free any frozen components quickly. Once outside we had
to mask up and spend 30 minutes blowing off the last ten years.
We had begun getting it ready to paint 15 years ago, so that meant all the
lights and everything attached to the exterior had been removed and
tossed inside. Loose nuts and bolts everywhere. We removed the seats
and all trunk contents in order to clean it up more completely. The
exterior had been sanded overall and 90% of the dents had been repaired
when we stopped, leaving it a mix of bondo, bare metal and old paint in
an unsightly hodge-podge. Auto body genius, Juan Franco, and crew spent
a day scrubbing the exterior and shooting a coat of primer, plus a couple
coats of lo-gloss gold/gray metallic on the exterior. It finished up looking
pretty cool. Especially from a distance.
The wheels and tires were junk, so we dug out a set
of 1980s AMG “Penta” 15 x 8 wheels I had come
across 20 years ago. Juan shot them with late model M-B color, Cuprite Brown. We
trimmed off the AMG logo from four keychains that Zane had 3D printed recently,
dipped the logos in “chrome” paint, and then glued them to flat three-inch center caps
purchased from Amazon. New tires are Barum, a Continental subsidiary, that Discount
Tire sells. Looks really good.

Now to making it run & drive. Lance, with Zane assisting, did oil & filter, battery, rear sway bar links, fuel
system draining, etc. for the easy part. Fuel pump and injection parts for the early 107s are much harder to
find and way more expensive when you do find them. Lance had to disassemble the fuel pump and soak it in
solvent for a couple days in order for it to run again. Flushing the fuel lines, replacing all filters, and removing
(Continued on page 12)
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and cleaning the fuel pressure regulator
under the hood got them most of the
way there. Gremlins, like broken
distributor power wires, corroded
ground wires, frozen caliper pistons, etc. kept popping up. And were
summarily dispatched.
All told, it took about 40 hours and $1000 to get Tinker Toy driving to
the event. But this unique euro version 350SL with 4-speed manual, no
AC, no power locks, rear seat and early production number of 4560
made this a fun example to get back on the road.

Join the Club

Get the most out of the marque you love






Bobbye Van Horn
1941-2021

Jeff Leatherock, Bobbye & Brooke Van Horn
January 2020
Long-Term Member Recognition Night

On October 1st, Bobbye Van Horn
passed away after a lengthy battle with
Alzheimer’s. For over 25 years Bobbye
served the Central Oklahoma Section in
virtually every leadership role.
Bobbye and husband, Brooke, joined
the MBCA in 1994. She was 1996
Section Member of the Year. She
served on the Section’s Board of
Directors from 1997—2002 and
2004—2016; serving as Section
President from 1997—2000; as
Section Secretary from 2004—2008;
and for many years was Social
Activities Chair. She was a good and
supporting friend to all, with an
amazing ability to welcome and charm
the entire room at club events.

The Star® Magazine
Local, Regional, National & select International Events
Discounts on Parts, Service & Accessories
Germany Trips
Membership Rebate

On October 24, Bobbye’s family held a
Celebration of her Life. Many of her
MBCA family attended the celebration.
Our section sent a charitable
contribution in Bobbye’s memory to the
Alzheimer’s Association.

Membership $55 (1) year; $107 (2) years; $157 (3) years

We will miss her.

Visit mbca.org/join-today
Call 800.637.2360
Apply Online

www.facebook.com/MercedesBenzClubofAmerica
www.linkedin.com/company/mercedes-benz-club-of-america
www.instagram.com/mercedesbenzclubofamerica
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Event Report

OKC 107-series SL 50th Anniversary Meet
In honor of the 50th Anniversary of the Mercedes-Benz R/C107, fifteen 107-series owners rallied together
with several onlookers, including MBCA members and guests from Oklahoma and Texas, on the morning of
Saturday, October 23rd at Mercedes-Benz of Oklahoma City to celebrate and display their cherished
automobiles.
The R107 and C107 were produced by Mercedes-Benz from 1971 through 1989. The R107 (SL) is a two-

The Bob Howard Collection

(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

seater convertible/roadster. The C107
(SLC also referred to as an ‘SL coupe’) is
a four-seat car with a fixed roof. The R/
C107 was the first SL to feature a V-8
engine, with the 350SL launch model,
followed soon by the 450SL, the 380SL
and later the 560SL.
The group spent the first part of the morning socializing and chatting about their 107s, and touring the Bob
Howard collection. After a couple hours at the dealership, attendees paraded along Route 66 to enjoy lunch
at Pops in Arcadia.

George Leonard, Bruce Rodesney, Trevor Leonard

John Kushnerick
Brian Johnson

1987 560SL
Anthony Warren

1987 560SL
Trevor & George
Leonard

Jim Taheri, Debbie Smoak & Charles Woods

1986 560SL
Charles Woods

1976 450SL
Masood Khan

1986 560SL
John Kushnerick

1987 560SL & 1974 450SL
Greg Morgan

1977 450SLC
David Alkire

1971 350SL
Jeff Leatherock

Angela & Dustin Schmidt, Dickk Woolbright,
Robert Murray, Greg Morgan

1983 380SL
Dustin & Angela
Schmidt

1987 560SL
Dickk Woolbright

1979 450SL
Gene Bennett

1989 560SL
Juan Franco

1987 560SL
Paul Odom

1974 450SL
J.R. Homsey

(not pictured)

(not pictured)

Photos and articles for the Sooner Star News are welcomed and appreciated.
Please submit to leatherock@att.net.
Editor reserves the right to edit, change, or omit articles for content and style.
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Welcome New Members!
New Members
Trevor Leonard, Edmond
Dustin Schmidt, Oklahoma City

Thank you Membership Renewals!
Membership Renewals
Charles & Fran Boyd, 1988
Page Dobson, 2019
Carl Dunn, 2020
Alvin Harrell, 2015
Ralph Lacava, 1987
Bill Mathis, 2018
Stephen Murrell, 2006
C.D. Schmidt, 1998

The Bauer Family has been in the automobile business in Oklahoma for over 60 years. We
specialize in selling and trading European and Special Interest Vehicles. We pay top dollar $$$
to buy your car, or we will sell your car on consignment and take care of all details.

SERVICES
• Diminished Value Expert
• Consultant
• Mediator and Umpire in resolving vehicle issues
• Determine Accident-Related Issues
The International Society of Professional Valuers

• State Value Appraisals

Bauer Car Connection, Inc
2208 W. Hefner Road, Suite D, Oklahoma City, OK
Phone – 405-751-5200 Fax – 405-751-5266
email – sales@bauersharpercars.com
Gregory J. “Bud” Bauer

bauersharpercars.com
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P. O. Box 21040
Oklahoma City, OK 73156-1040
email: central.ok.mbca@gmail.com
website: https://centralok.mbca.org

Officers– Central Oklahoma Section
President
Jeff Leatherock
405-943-5657
leatherock@aol.com
Vice President
Carol Fisher
405-752-5959
afisher@centraloc.edu
Secretary
Suzen Rodesney
405-640-5330
suzen.rodesney@gmail.com
Treasurer
Lance Highfill
405-659-0212
lkhighfill@cox.net

Directors– Central Oklahoma Section
Greg Morgan
405-615-2501
grmorgan41@gmail.com
Ken Wells
405-340-1636
ken@kenscougars.com
Tom Whiteley
580-512-6317
whiteleyt@att.net
Newsletter Editor—Central Oklahoma Section
Lisa Leatherock
405-943-5657
leatherock@att.net
Past President—Central Oklahoma Section
Charles Woods
405-359-2821
charlesbwoods1@gmail.com
Regional Director—South Central Region
Brett Jurick
214-773-7820
bjurick@tx.rr.com

https://www.facebook.com/Mercedes-Benz-Club-of-America-Central-Oklahoma-Section-116487505215294

Sooner Star News is sponsored by Mercedes-Benz of Oklahoma City
Thank you for your support!

